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1 Introduction

Both sequence alignment and motif scan are e�ective sequence analysis methods, which give us clews

to a function of a newly determined sequence. Sequence alignment tools like FASTA [1] and BLAST

[2] search for similar sequences from a sequence database and display the similarity. Motif scan tools

search for sequence patterns which are already known to have some kind of functions from a motif

database such as PROSITE [3]. Each method has its own limitations. Sequence alignment tools can't

�nd distantly related sequences. Furthermore, they do not display motifs, even if aligned sequences

have common motifs. On the other hand, motif scan tools can't �nd the sequence patterns which are

not registered in a motif database.

2 Method

We combined sequence alignment with motif scan and made a new sequence analysis method. The

algorithm which we present is an extension of Smith-Waterman sequence comparison [4]. The algo-

rithm temporarily translates amino acid sequences into sequences of motifs. It compares the motif

sequences and align them instead of the amino acid sequences. The alignment and the translation

which give the maximum score are chosen from all possible alignments and translations.

3 Result

We compared two sequences using conventional Smith-Waterman method and this method. We sim-

pli�ed the result of this method by omitting the comparison of same motifs. The result of this method

clearly shows that both of the sequences have leucine zipper pattern which is a periodic repetition of

leucine residues at every seventh position. On the other hand, conventional sequence alignment tools

do not show motifs nor �nd leucine zipper pattern.
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